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Theory of knowledge presentation planning document
Make mention of AOK/section of the framework/WOKs/TOK concepts.
Title of presentation: "Reliability of model in natural sciences" "Methodology & Truth in History" "Culture & Ethical Judgements"
Indicate the duration of the presentation:

minutes

Indicate the number of participants in the presentation:
CANDIDATE SECTION
Candidate responses on this document must be typed and limited to a maximum of 500 words for the whole of the Candidate
section (not per field). It is not permitted to exceed the two sides of the candidate section.
Describe your real-life situation:

This is where you give the Who? What? When? Why? Where? of your RLS. There should only be one RLS! See samples here:
"Our RLS is a computer software called ‘The New Rembrandt’ which analysed original paintings by Dutch painter Rembrandt and
created a new piece of art based on this artist’s style. It recognises different patterns and trends in the artist’s paintings, such as
different brushstrokes and 3D features of the canvas."
"On 11 September 2001 four coordinated suicide attacks on the USA were carried out by Islamist terrorist group Al-Qaeda when
19 terrorists hijacked four passenger airlines. This resulted in the deaths of 2,996 civilians."
State your central knowledge question (this must be expressed as a question):

You should only list one KQ and it should be your general, open question about the acquisition or production of knowledge. It
does not mention the RLS! "Given access to the same facts, how is it possible that there can be disagreement between experts".

Explain the connection between your real-life situation and your knowledge question:

Give a clear explanation (description giving reasons) of the connection between the RLS and KQ.
Here are some suggested sentence starters:
"When I first saw this RLS, I was struck by the how it related to the TOK concept/knowledge framework/WOKs in that..."
"This RLS had clear knowledge claims/perspectives related to the TOK concept/knowledge framework/WOKs.."
"This caused me to come up with the recognized/RLS specific KQ of.... and I then widened the scope by looking at the
developed/more general KQ of...."
"The connection between my RLS and KQ is..."
"The RLS clearly relates to the TOK concept/knowledge framework/WOKs in that it...."
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Outline how you intend to develop your TOK presentation in the context of your real-life situation. Include analysis
of your main knowledge question and related knowledge questions as well as arguments and perspectives.
Responses can be presented in continuous prose or as a list of points:

Pay close attention to what you are supposed to do here (as always!). It is expecting to see analysis of your main KQ,
perspectives, and arguments as well as related/subsidiary KQs. Just listing AOKs and WOKs is not sufficient.
From the Subject Report: In some cases, "candidates were describing the structure of their presentation instead of showing how
they would be developing their presentation. Typical examples were 'first I will present my RLS and my KQ, then I will consider
two WOKs in relation to the natural sciences, from which my conclusion will follow' or 'I will start by presenting myself, then my
KQ and then I will consider my arguments and WOKs with my subsidiary KQ, and finally reach a conclusion'. These approaches
are often devoid of content, meaningless for the examiner and cannot have helped the candidate plan the presentation."
"On the other hand, candidates who did use the ‘outline’ as a plan did well indicating their line of argument step by step and
showing that it is possible to do this coherently and convincingly in a concise manner. Such student planning linked the RLS to
TOK vocabulary in the analysis they presented. The importance of using TOK vocabulary in this section of the document cannot
be overemphasized. The importance of using TOK vocabulary in this section of the document cannot be overemphasized. The
importance of using TOK vocabulary in this section of the document cannot be overemphasized."
Some possible sentence starters: "The importance/significance of this perspective/concept/argument is that....", "This line of
thinking has several strengths and weaknesses...", "The reliability of this statement/argument is strong/questionable because",
"This also brings up another. related KQ...", "The theory/concept of... can be applied here because...", "One can clearly see the
use of various WOKs in the construction of each argument", "This leads me to conclude that...", "The
methodology/scope/concepts/language..."

Show the significance of your conclusions with particular reference to your real-life situation and indicate how those
conclusions might be relevant to other real-life situations:

From the subject report:
"Candidates showed that they were able to do the first part of the rubric well but often ignored the second part, where they are
asked to go beyond their real-life situation to show the significance of their conclusions to other real-life situations. That is indeed
the more difficult part and teachers are advised to ensure that their students pay attention to this as it is what distinguishes a top
level presentation from other ones. Level 5 of the assessment instrument states, 'the outcomes of the analysis are shown to be
significant to the chosen real-life situation and to others.'"
Sample sentence starters:
"My conclusion/answer to my KQ is... With regard to my RLS, this means..."
"My conclusion is significant/important because it shows that knowledge can be/is largely..."
"My conclusion are also significant to a few other RLSs, such as... and ... because..."
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TEACHER SECTION
Enter your mark (0-10) for this presentation:

Provide brief comments to support your assessment of the presentation. These should include remarks on the extent to which
the knowledge question was well formulated and connected to the real-life situation, and on the effectiveness of the arguments
and TOK analysis.

Here is a sample of what the examiner comments might look like:
"Jeremy and Patrick's presentation on the role of emotion, reason, and language in determining truth extracted a relevant
knowledge question clearly linked to their real life situation (A news clip looking at the role of vaccines in causing autism). The
presentation acknowledge and analyzed many different perspectives related to the debate using their selected WOKs and was
able to make a credible and coherent argument. This was particularly true when looking at the role of emotion in determining
some of the perspectives of the parents of autistic children. Two areas where the two struggled was in making effective
connections to other real life situations and effectively examining the implications of their knowledge question and real life
situation. Because of this, the students did not meet all the requirements to achieve a level 5, but did achieve a level 4 with a
grade of 8. The TOK teacher/examiners, Daniel Santella and Andrew Webb, reached this score after viewing the presentation
and discussing its merits and limitations. Both presenters were confident and prepared and it was clear this was their own work."
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